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Dont worry, this sounds complicated but its just a simple browser setting. You can usually find
JavaScript options in your browsers Settings, Preferences or Internet Options menu. Here are the
instructions how to enable JavaScript in your web browser. It appears that the page you are looking
for does not exist or has been moved elsewhere. If you keep ending up here, please head back to our
homepage or try the search form below. Plus, it has two 1Gigabit Ethernet ports. Todays connected
home demands speeds far more powerful than ever. Power your home network with the SB8200 and
get the fastest speeds and most reliable connection to the Internet. Own yours today and stop paying
rental fees. Or worrying about the time it takes to get something done. There’s so much more you
want to do and much, much more to see, hear, play, and do. With the right modem, the world is
yours. Check, check and check. Speeds up to 686 Mbps. Speeds up to 383 Mbps. In fact, it was
designed to.When you need them most. That’s why our commitment to you includes a commitment to
supporting your new ARRIS product 100%. The people of ARRIS are dedicated to the success of our
customers. It’s their relentless passion for innovation and quality that has fueled our success. We
provide free chat and email support, and free phone support for products under warranty. Stream,
binge, game and make your home the smartest on the block. Stream, binge, game and make your
home the smartest on the block. Connect the other end of the coaxial cable to the cable connector on
the rear of your modem. Use your hand to tighten the connections, to avoid over tightening. Check
the front panel LEDs on your modem. During the initial startup, the Power, Receive, Send and
Online LEDs will FLASH. Afterwards, check that all four LEDs are lit SOLID green or blue. Or
worrying about the time it takes to get something done. With the right modem, the world is yours.
Check, check and check. When you need them
most.http://feathercarbon.com/uploads/etilometro-alco-sensor-iv-manual.xml
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That’s why our commitment to you includes a commitment to supporting your new ARRIS product
100%. Read the Cable Modem Buying Guide to help you choose a modem. Do not forget to purchase
your modem accessories. Note ApprovedModemList.com may receive a small commission from
affiliate links, which helps to keep this website online. Click here to jump to the full Comcast
XFINITY approved modem list. Why do you have it on your list if it is not compatible. Reply Modem
Gurus July 18, 2018 at 322 am Either Comcast lied to you or you may be in an area that is slower to
certify devices for your local network. If you look at the product box in the link below, it states that
the SVG2482AC is approved for XFINITY service. The ARRIS SVG2482AC is an approved modem for
Comcast XFINITY service. You may want to call again to speak with someone else to try and activate
your device. Sorry that Comcast put you through this inconvenience. I am also highly technical and
know more than ANY tech they can send out or put on the phone. I can assure you that Comcast
technicians and engineers are roughly 95% useless. About 5% of the time you will engage with a
Comcast employee that knows what they are talking about. I am serious; this has been my
experience. I have even had 2nd and 3rd level engineers out to my house to troubleshoot an issue
and they were pathetic and never fixed the problem. The last tech they sent out to fix a pixelation
issue on one of my televisions actually told me that my signal was “too strong” and that she needed
to install an amplifier to “reduce” the signal strength. I was stunned already at that point, but there
was more to come. I explained to her that an amplifier would increase the signal strength and that if
she wanted to reduce the signal she should install a splitter in line. I insisted she should investigate
this and that not only did the splitter contradict her, but I showed her a website that clearly
explained this.http://www.magnachip.co.kr/userfiles/20201008151840.xml
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She balked and then went out to her work van. HE AGREED! At that point I told her to remove ALL
the Comcast DVR’s in the house and cancel my TV service. When the supervisor hasn’t got a clue
there is not much more you can expect than disaster. To be honest, I don’t even miss Comcast. Some
of you that are not technical may not understand this, but what she said and her supervisor agreed
with is about the same as saying gas makes your car stop and an empty tank will get you further
down the road. For a cable tech to say what they said is utterly unbelievable. These people are
STUPID in the extreme. Again, I will say I have met a couple of smart, knowledgeable techs, but
that’s a rarity. Reply Modem Gurus December 19, 2019 at 1113 pm Thanks, Jack, for sharing your
experience. It really is like playing the lottery and winning; on a rare chance, you may actually
interact with a competent employee. Reply Mike February 21, 2020 at 650 pm Similar experience
here, but with internet, not speed. It took months, and I actually went to xDSL service for awhile, but
eventually I was lured back by the high cable speeds. Four months into our resubscription, I finally
got a guy out that check infrastructure OUTSIDE of my house. What do you know, the node I was on
at on one of their terminals was faulty. Comcast has a feathered nest from their near monopoly and



just don’t care. But consistent with what “jack” says above, that one guy about 5% at cared enough
to look further that my service drop. Since then, all has been good. But it’s not like I’ve needed any
service from them in quite some time. Reply Bill in NJ March 20, 2020 at 446 pm FARTHER down
the road Reply Tom July 25, 2018 at 1208 pm Do you know if any new DOCSIS 3.1 modems are
expected to hit the retail market any time soon. I’m interested in upgrading to DOCSIS 3.1 especially
since Comcast nearly bricked my DOCSIS 3.

0 in April via some “upgrade” to gig, which required us to spend an hour with tech support to
partially fix the problems it caused, but if a new gen of 3.1 modems is likely to be released soon, I’d
rather wait. Thanks. Reply Modem Gurus July 26, 2018 at 148 am Sorry, no news on any new
nextgen DOCSIS 3.1 modems. Currentgen DOCSIS 3.1 modems are still relatively new many ISPSs
haven’t even upgraded to gigabit speeds yet. Keep in mind, most people don’t have access to gigabit
speeds expect that to take a few years to achieve. That really needs to happen first before several
generations of DOCSIS 3.1 modems pile up. Officially supported DOCSIS 3.1 modems for Comcast
XFINITY today are ARRIS SB8200 Motorola MB8600 NETGEAR C7800 NETGEAR CM1000 Reply
Brian Tanning February 9, 2020 at 352 am If the Netgear CM100 is officially supported by Comcast,
then why in the master list does it have a red X and not the green box with the check mark. Reply
Modem Gurus February 9, 2020 at 140 pm Hello Brian. The red X and green check boxes refer to
VoIP and WiFi capabilities. If a modem is on the master list, then it is approved by the ISP, but it
may not have certain features you want check the purple header at the top of the table. Thanks for
the question. It lists the ARRIS SB8300 as having the defective Puma chipset, but I have read
elsewhere that the ARRIS SB8200 has the Broadcom BCM3390 chipset; is that accurate. Reply
Modem Gurus July 9, 2020 at 1221 pm Correct, Tucker, the ARRIS SB8200 contains the safe
Broadcom chipset; the ARRIS SBG8300 contains the bad Intel Puma chipset. In the XFINITY
approved modem list, the SB8200 is actually listed in the 5th row the table is alphabetical based on
the number of letters, so SB models get listed before SBG models. Thanks for the question, Tucker.
Reply Greg October 11, 2019 at 1127 pm Using one of these Gateways. Will I still be able use the
Xfinity public wifi hotspot. I sometimes use the hotspot instead of my home network.
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Reply Modem Gurus October 12, 2019 at 1216 am Yes, Greg, Comcast will allow you access to the
public WiFi hotspots if you are an Xfinity Mobile customer or subscribe to Performance Internet or
above. Click the link for more info on Xfinity WiFi Home Hotspots FAQs. Reply KENNETH MUSICK
October 15, 2019 at 1023 pm You people are either stupid or just flat lying to me and others. You
keep telling me my ARRIS svg2482ac 1750G, is not compatible with your system. Well answer me
this. I need a good, complete explanation as to why you say it won’t work, why you have it listed as,
does so I may inquire with the FCC. I am tired of all this run around. I bought the modem you told
me to about a year ago, it’s been working till a few weeks ago, but, now, shows, “wifi not
connected”. Waiting for ASAP response. Reply Modem Gurus October 16, 2019 at 117 am Sorry,
Kenneth, you might be confused. ApprovedModemList.com is a site that lists compatible modems for
each ISP. This site is not Comcast. If Comcast told you to buy the ARRIS SVG2482AC, that was a big
no no. The SVG2482AC contains an Intel Puma chipset which can cause connectivity issues. You can
read more about Intel Puma 6 Modem List Chipset Defects at this link. You should contact Comcast
directly or visit a local service center to hopefully help resolve your issue. At least you got about one
year of service out of the device, but Comcast will probably tell you to purchase another modem.
Reply Michael Virostko November 30, 2019 at 1055 pm Hello, I love the list, but could you either
add change the “X” or “check” to “No” or “Yes” or add sorting features. And add the chipset and
DOCSIS 3.1 as extra columns. I am looking at various solutions for me. Thanks Mike Reply Modem
Gurus December 1, 2019 at 1201 am Sorry, Mike, more than half the visitors to this website are on
mobile. Adding more and wider columns would make it difficult to read the tables on such small
screens. Everything has to be condensed to fit small screens.
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Sorting could be a feature added in the future if it can be done without hurting page load times and
search engine readability. Thanks for the feedback, Mike. I will appreciate your assistance, in
directing me. I am not very tech savvy, I therefore ask that you be as direct as possible, with
somewhat simplified information. Thank you so very much. Reply Modem Gurus January 6, 2020 at
138 pm Hello Tina, Here is your simplified solution. Clip both coupons on those product pages to get
the sale prices. That is all you need to get your Roku up and running at not too steep of a price.
Reply sarah murray February 25, 2020 at 255 pm I have a question you can perhaps help me with.
Like Tina, I am not very tech savvy. I am buying a new vizio tv that claims to have internet
capability. I believe I can simply run the cable from the modem directly to the tv in order to watch
netflix. I plan to get xfinity internetonly at 200mbps. What modem will I need. And if I want to be
able to have wifi in my apartment, will I also need a router I am sorry not to be more knowledgeable
or facile with my technowords. Thanks! Reply Modem Gurus February 25, 2020 at 554 pm Hello
Sarah, Most TVs are smart TVs they can connect to the internet. Yes, you can run an Ethernet cable
usually included with the modem directly from your modem to your TV. If you don’t have a computer
or other devices, WiFi is not needed. If you have more than one device you want to connect to the
internet, then you would want a WiFi router. The modem and router you should buy are the same
ones recommended to Tina NETGEAR CM500 Cable Modem and a TPLink Archer A7 Router. If you
have any other questions, just ask, Sarah. Reply Amordor July 13, 2020 at 653 pm I am looking to do
the same as Sarah, so this is quite helpful. I also need the voice model. Thanks! Reply Modem Gurus
July 13, 2020 at 724 pm Unfortunately, Amordor, xFi is only available with a leased xFi gateway from
Comcast.
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Here is the xFi gateway page if you want to lease the gateway. I live in Daly City CA, if that matters.
Sure enough, it doesn’t show up on their “MyDevices” page where compatible modems are listed.
This seems awfully weird, but there it is. Reply Modem Gurus June 9, 2020 at 709 pm Dave T., While
you are correct, the CM5001AZNAS is not listed as approved for Comcast, it should be the same
modem as the CM500100NAS. The CM500V adds voice capability. The brown box you received
should have an XFINITY logo on it. But, you may just be in a region where Comcast won’t activate
the NETGEAR CM500 unfortunately. You could ask why your modem box has an XFINITY logo on it
if they won’t activate it. Hopefully, you can work it out with Comcast, Dave. It does not have the
Intel Puma chpiset, so you will not have any problems with it, David. After spending much time I
ordered the Motorola MG7315. I hooked it up then called Xfinity to activate it since I couldn’t figure
out how to activate it online following the manual. The Xfinity rep told me that this modem isn’t
supported. It’s not listed in their system which means they dropped it and that I’d have to return it
to Amazon. She also put me on hold to talk with her supervisor to confirm. She couldn’t and didn’t
even try. She listed a few modems she claims is popular and recommended those to me to which I
refused to write down since it’s not what I asked. Well, I guess what I Googled it myself and found,
just enter your address or zip code and select a download speed. Then you can filter by brand, docsis
version, etc.The problem with ANY COMPANY is when you talk to a customer rep, you’ll get one
answer you may not like. But then get a completely different answer if you call back at a later time
to talk to someone else larger companies are notorious for not having consistent answers from their
customer reps.

For future reference for those reading this, if you deal with ANY COMPANY and they don’t give you
the answer you like, talk to someone else at a different time maybe wait for a shift change to
hopefully get the answer you are looking for in your situation. Sorry, Billy, you had so much trouble
with XFINITY’s support. The MG7315 device should have been activated for you or it should be
removed from XFINITY’s approved modem list. Reply Kelsey June 30, 2020 at 708 pm Hello, Do you
know anything about the Netgear C6300100NAS. It’s not on your list but is on the Xfinity Supported
devices page. I’m not sure if this one contains the intel puma chipset defect; I couldn’t find a straight
answer online. Thanks! Reply Modem Gurus June 30, 2020 at 720 pm Hello Kelsey, The NETGEAR
C6300100NAS is actually on the XFINITY approved modem list. In the table above, it was listed as
just C6300 same modem. The table has been updated with the full NETGEAR C6300100NAS model
number. And yes, you should avoid it as it contains the Intel Puma chipset. Thanks for the question,
Kelsey. Reply Kelsey Field June 30, 2020 at 751 pm Thank you very much. Kelsey Reply Modem
Gurus June 30, 2020 at 835 pm You are welcome, Kelsey. Reply Prasad July 17, 2020 at 118 pm
Hello Modem Gurus, I am glad I found this page and hope that you can help. In the list above, I have
found 2 There is a 3rd one but it has the Diamond indicating the chip isssue Motorola MT7711 248 1
Gbps Amazon description only says “This product is approved by Comcast for Xfinity Internet and
Voice, and recommended by Comcast for XFINITY Internet service speeds up to 400 Mbps.
NETGEAR C7100V 248 960 Mbps Unfortunately this links to a 400MBPS with voice on Amazon and



the 2000MBPS does not have voice. If not, what is the next best solution Thanks in advance for your
advice. Your option is to get a DOCSIS 3.1 modem with voice to get the speed you require and then
buy a separate standalone router.
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Your only option for the modem is the NETGEAR CM1150V and you can combine that with a budget
router like the TPLink Archer A7. If you need more advanced options for WiFi, check out the Best
Wireless Routers page. Hopefully that helps you, Prasad. Reply Prasad July 17, 2020 at 330 pm Ok
thank you for the FAST reply. As a “non techie” I was coming to the same conclusion but really
appreciate the advice. A couple of follow up questions. 1 How much lower in speed would i need to
go in speed to get a 3 in 1 Can you recommend the product 2 Will that reduction really matter. I am
coming from Frontier and a speed test just performed on my computer shows Download is
24.9MBPS and upload is 1.9MBPS LOL 3 If I do go with a seperate router as you mention above, are
there any down sides 3B Would it just plug into the modem. Thanks again! Prasad Reply Modem
Gurus July 17, 2020 at 516 pm Prasad, you have two options if you are excluding the speed of
DOCSIS 3.1. You can go with the Motorola MT7711 or the NETGEAR C7100V. Both have voice and
WiFi included all in one device. The MT7711 Comcast states will be about 864 Mbps, as well as the
C7100V. So, it will be close to 1000 Mbps. Speeds are never guaranteed, however. The two products
mentioned should really be enough for you. Will DOCSIS 3.1 be a bit faster Yes. But since you would
be jumping from 25 Mbps up to around 850 Mbps, that massive jump will feel like “enough” speed.
Yes, 1000 Mbps downloading something would be a bit faster, but having over 800 Mbps will be a
MASSIVE improvement for you. Downsides to a separate modem would be needing to plug in an
additional device to the wall and to the modem. Yes, you just plug in the router to the modem not
difficult. The actual settingup the WiFi is where the challenge may lie. Your device will include a
manual or at least online directions for whatever router you choose. You may even have access to a
YouTube video to show WiFi setup for your device if words are not as easy to follow.

Hope that helps you some more. Looking to buy Motorola MT7711 but my question is if I decided to
use another VOIP provider ie Ooma, Voiply, etc other than Comcast later on can I still use this
Motorola device. Thanks. Didi Reply Modem Gurus July 22, 2020 at 840 pm Absolutely, Didi. You will
still be able to use the Motorola MT7711. You are not tied to phone service from Comcast. You can
use another VoIP device with your MT7711 to receive phone service. Reply Ashley Parks August 29,
2020 at 946 pm Hello. I’ve read several of the comments and still have a couple of questions. 1. Can
anyone advise the fastest internet only option from Xfinity 2. With that fastest option, what do I need
to buy modem and router for that option with wifi. I am attempting to drop everything but internet,
and do HuLu live TV. Any suggestions are appreciated. Reply Modem Gurus August 29, 2020 at 1017
pm Hello Ashley, The fastest internet option could be 1 Gig 1000 Mbps service depending on your
address bigger cities will likely have this option. If you are going with 1 Gig service, you will need a
DOCSIS 3.1 modem. Yes, if you want WiFi, you will need either a standalone router and DOCSIS 3.1
modem or a combo DOCSIS 3.1 modem and router device a couple of options are NETGEAR C7800
or NETGEAR CAX80 . The modem will more than pay for itself after just a few months of use.
Preowned modems are not recommended as they may not have been deactivated from the previous
users’ ISP account. Appliances All Appliances Large Appliances Small Appliances Vacuum Cleaners
More categories. Wirecutter is readersupported. When you buy through links on our site, we may
earn an affiliate commission. Learn more Photo Michael Hession Electronics Networking The Best
Cable Modem Updated June 25, 2020 We’ve checked over this guide and updated some information
throughout about internet plan speeds and prices, but we continue to recommend our picks.

Show more We’ve checked over this guide and updated some information throughout about internet
plan speeds and prices, but we continue to recommend our picks. We’ve also noted in the What to
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look forward section that we’ll consider the Motorola MB8611 when it comes out at the end of 2020.
Show less Your guides Joel Santo Domingo Thorin Klosowski Share this review After researching
nearly 100 cable modems over the past five years, we recommend the Motorola MB7621 if you have
cable internet and you want to stop paying your internet service provider a separate modem rental
fee. Our pick Motorola MB7621 The best modem for most people Compatible with the most ISPs, the
MB7621 supports internet plans up to 600 Mbps. It’s widely supported, it has a twoyear warranty,
and it pays for itself in about eight months. The MB7621 works well for plans up to 600 megabits per
second, because it’s a DOCSIS 3.0 modem that can handle 24 downstream channels and eight
upstream channels. It also includes a twoyear warranty. Advertisement Runnerup Netgear CM600
Same speeds, shorter warranty The CM600 supports the same speeds as the MB7621, but it’s
slightly more expensive and has a shorter, oneyear warranty. The Netgear CM600 is a 248 DOCSIS
3.0 modem that supports the same performance levels as the Motorola MB7621, though it is slightly
more expensive. The biggest downside is that, although the CM600 has positive reviews from
owners, it comes with only a oneyear warranty, whereas most modems come with a twoyear
warranty. Budget pick Netgear CM500 For plans up to 300 Mbps Our former top pick is still a good
choice if saving money is important to you, and as long as you haven’t upgraded to a service plan
faster than 300 Mbps. If your plan is in that range and you don’t intend to upgrade beyond 300 Mbps
anytime soon, we recommend the Netgear CM500.

The CM500 matches the ISP compatibility of the pricier CM600, but its maximum download and
upload speeds are lower 300 Mbps on the CM500 versus 600 Mbps on the CM600, though
Suddenlink certifies it for 500 Mbps speeds. The CM500 has a good reputation for reliability, but
like the CM600 it comes with only a oneyear warranty. We recommend 164 modems like the CM500
even if your plan would work with a slower modem, because ISPs are dropping support for 84
modems. Youd save barely any money up front and have to replace your modem years earlier, so we
dont recommend it. Upgrade pick Motorola MB8600 For gigabit internet plans The Motorola
MB8600 is our pick if you already have gigabit internet services It’s the least expensive DOCSIS 3.1
gigabit modem, has a twoyear warranty, and has a good design. Dont get a gigabit modem unless
you already have gigabit service or know its available. The added expense of the DOCSIS 3.1
modems isn’t worth it until you’re on one of these new and pricey plans—especially since your ISP
may roll out gigabit over fiber rather than cable. And they may not even let you bring your own
modem once they do roll out gigabit service. But you should call Suddenlink to verify compatibility
before purchasing. Everything we recommend Our pick Motorola MB7621 The best modem for most
people Compatible with the most ISPs, the MB7621 supports internet plans up to 600 Mbps. What to
look forward to Sources Why you should trust us Before joining Wirecutter, Joel Santo Domingo
tested and has written about PCs, networking products, and personal tech at PCMag and PC
Magazine for more than 17 years. Prior to writing for a living, Joel was an IT tech and sysadmin for
small, medium, and large companies. Thorin Klosowski spent almost six years at Lifehacker writing
about hardware, software, and every other facet of technology. Who this is for You should buy a
cable modem if you’re currently paying a fee to rent one from your ISP.

Your modem and router should last you at least a few years if not more, so even if you go for the
more expensive option, you’ll still come out on top. ISPsupplied modemrouter combos tend to have
bareminimum feature lists and poor WiFi range, while standalone routers have added antennas for
better coverage, more parental control settings, and other nicetohave features like guest networks
and VPN servers. Most current Spectrum plans do not have a separate fee. Fees current as of June
10, 2020. Don’t buy a cable modem if you’re on DSL or fiber; those technologies use different
standards and connectors. Verizon Fios lets you buy your own modemrouter combo, but you have
only a single choice, and its identical to the equipment they rent to you. The Best WiFi Router
TPLink’s Archer A20 is the best router for most people because its performance is great, it can
handle lots of devices at once, and it’s reasonably priced. Also don’t buy one if you use your cable



provider for telephone service The models we cover here don’t have phone ports. If you need one
that does, check to see which “telephony” or eMTA modems your ISP supports, and if the company
allows you to buy your own. Cable One notes that it only supports a couple of Arris modems
including the one it leases to you for voice service on its support site, while WOW only supports its
leased WOW. Advanced Modem for voice. When to replace your old modem You should get a new
modem if yours doesn’t support DOCSIS 3.0, the most widespread iteration of the Data Over Cable
Service Interface Specification, which governs how cable operators deliver highspeed cable internet.
If you’ve had your modem for four or five years, give the model name a quick Google search; you
might still be using a modem that supports only DOCSIS 2.0, in which case it’s time to upgrade. But
if you already own a DOCSIS 3.

0 cable modem that supports your internet plan’s top rates, don’t buy a more powerful and more
expensive cable modem for the sake of futureproofing. The first two versions of DOCSIS used only
one downstream channel for downloading data and one upstream channel for uploading data.
DOCSIS 3.0 allows modems to bond multiple channels into a single data stream, giving you 38 Mbps
per channel. Since those channels can combine, you can theoretically get up to 606 Mbps with a
16channel modem and up to 1.2 gigabit per second with a 32channel modem. A modem’s maximum
speed, as the manufacturer lists it, doesn’t mean all that much. Most ISPs limit 164 modems to
around 300 Mbps even though in theory they can hit 600plus Mbps. Most currently available 248 or
328 modems max out at 600 Mbps or 1 Gbps, respectively. If you buy a 1 Gbps modem but pay for
only 300 Mbps service, your download speeds are still limited to 300 Mbps. Unless you’re on a very
congested network with constant slowdowns, you likely won’t notice a huge difference from added
channels on slower speed tiers. How we picked Photo Michael Hession Nobody really reviews cable
modems—it’s difficult, because you can’t know whether it’s the modem or the ISP that’s to blame for
slower speeds—so the few reviews that exist aren’t very scientific. We also don’t have the capability
to test multiple modems on multiple ISPs ourselves. If you’re lucky enough to live in an area where
you can choose from multiple ISPs, the capability to bring your modem from one provider to another
is a nice bonus. Channels Channel bonding refers to the number of downstream for downloading and
upstream for uploading channels your modem can access. Modem channels appear on the box as a
number, such as 164, 24x8, or 328. With DOCSIS 3.0, the more channels your modem has, the faster
the speed, provided your ISP supports those channels.

This means that if the ISP offers only 16 downstream channels in your area, using a 248 modem
won’t improve performance. The right cable modem is the one with the right number of channels for
your service tier. The average internet speed in the US is around 100 Mbps, and the fastest cable
tier most major ISPs offer is between 100 and 1,000 Mbps aka gigabit. If you have service ranging
from 100 to 300 Mbps, a 164 modem will be enough. If your internet plan is over 300 Mbps, you
need a 248 modem or better. Our top picks will work for any plan up to 600 Mbps. We don’t
recommend 84 or 44 modems, because ISPs are phasing out support for those older models, even on
lowerspeed plans. Warranty Most modems come with a one or twoyear limited warranty that covers
any catastrophic failure. A warranty is useful, because a company will typically replace a modem if it
stops working due to defects. Malfunctions are not a common occurrence with modems, but since
purchasing your own means you don’t get a warranty through your cable provider anymore, the
warranty is good to have in case anything goes wrong. Heat Read the owner reviews for almost any
modem, and someone will mention that the modem gets hot. Most manufacturers list the operating
temperature on modems as up to 104 degrees Fahrenheit, which is pretty hot for any electronic
device. To keep your modem from overheating, make sure the vents aren’t covered up and it’s in an
open space. Modems might be a bit ugly, but that doesn’t mean you should hide yours away in a
drawer. We’ll keep an eye out for reports of excessive heatrelated problems with cable modems, and
we will update our picks as needed. After researching all the modems currently available, we landed
on four contenders for 248 modems the Motorola MB7621, Netgear CM600, Linksys CM3024, and



TPLink TC7650. We also considered two popular DOCSIS 3.

https://www.thebiketube.com/acros-boss-br-532-manual-pdf

https://www.thebiketube.com/acros-boss-br-532-manual-pdf

